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Table 3. Arrangement byさlogKA Valttes(pH 2.0)
TaЫe 4.Arrangement by△logKA Values(pH10,0)
(42 ) 岸















































































































































L9gI   P,do五Sif10ra
sHICHIF,KUとVヽASE V食MATO一WASE
Fig.22
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Vヽhen ultraviolet‐absorption spectra of bark tannins upon twO tree species of chestnut (Cαsナ'″¢α
物οど力ssデ,%2& Crrsチr7″ιrt θ′?″αttα)and sOme pines(2η力″d)Was measured, it Was fOund that their
absorption curve type、vas characteristic in relation to the type of trees,
In the chestnut,the variettts of Chinese chestnut(BO」I‐23, NISHIKAWA‐SHIN , HINOHARU-1,
HAYASHI‐AMAGURI)have nOt maximum and minimum points in ultraviolet‐absorption spectra.
These types are presented as in Figs l-4.
Spectra of 5 varieties, which are Fl by crossing (Chinese chestnut ×」apanese chestnut), Vere
similar to that of Chinese chestnut, On the other hand,SHIBAGURI and 10 of 12 varieties(GINREI,
SHIKANOTSUME, IMAKITA, SHINO, ARIMA, WAKADA,  GINYOSE, SHICHIFUKUttASE,
YAMATO‐WASE.MORI‐WASE)which are a
nliniinum points,
It is a very interesting result that the group o王
grOup of Japanese Chestnut have maximum and
both speciles which are of the same Casチα″ια differ
clearly from each other in ultraviolet‐absorption spectra,
Two varieties(FUTODAMA&KINSHU)whiCh are a group of JapaneSe chestnut have not maximum
and ■linimum points.
From this result,it may be assumed that Chinese chestnut may have been used in crosSing in past
days.





( 50 ) 岸  本    潤
was investigated.This FeStllt is pFeSenttd in Table 2.
Spectrophotometric cwves of a characteristic type in the dtra?ole  egion of these s species have
been obtained.
Especially,2 species(Pi´切″かわE●&P,″勢チ妙乳ガ励 駒 ″v,′. カケ″¢たο″,才勁)whiCh have r?e
leaves differ from other pines,
Namely,they haVe absorption type of a smali number of△iOg Kc.
The above fact hdicated that it is possible‐o disthguish tree species or Varおties by inves碗摯tiOn
of ultraviolet‐absorption epectra oF thoir bark tannins.
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